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After nearly three decades, the Kilauea 
volcano finally claimed the last home in 
the ravaged Royal Gardens subdivision on 
Hawaii’s big island. 

Homeowner Jack Thompson hoped this latest threat would miss his home, like so many had in the 
past. He was evacuated by helicopter Friday night as the lava inched closer and closer to his house. 
“It [the lava] was pretty much coming in the back as we were going out the front,” Thompson told 
the Hawaii Tribune Herald. 

Thompson fully understood the damage Kilauea could do. For as long as he had lived in Royal 
Gardens, the volcano was a threat. First erupting on January 3, 1983, lava slowly covered the entire 
community. Thompson was the last man standing; his last neighbor left in 2008. 

Being the last to leave had its obstacles; Thompson walked three to four miles over rough lava rock 
to retrieve supplies and dealt with the surrounding inhospitable area being occupied by squatters, 
the Honolulu Star-Advertiser reports. But it seems he didn’t mind the sacrifice for his dream home. 
“It was paradise,” Thompson told the newspaper by phone Saturday. 

Leigh Hilbert, a professional photographer and friend of Thompson’s, was there until the bitter end, 
chronicling the advancing lava on his blog, Hawaiian Lava Daily. Even as the molten rock came 
closer, Hilbert struggled to convince Thompson to go. The two men had just 90 minutes to pack. 
Returning to the site the next day, there was no trace of his former home except for the roofing. 

For now Thompson is living in his other home in nearby Ainaloa, but is unsure of his next step. 

 

 Ravaged: suffered terrible damage 
 Inhospitable: a place where people cannot live  
 Squatters: people who live in a house without permission 
 Chronicling:  writing a news story about something 
 Trace:  evidence of what something used to be 

 

http://newsfeed.time.com/author/ladaniels/
http://www.hawaiitribune-herald.com/sections/news/local-news/lava-claims-final-home.html
http://www.staradvertiser.com/news/breaking/141339473.html
http://hawaiianlavadaily.blogspot.com/
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Vocabulary: Choose three of the vocabulary words. Use each one in a new sentence. 

1.   

 

2.   

 

3.   

 

Reading for Details 

4.  How long has the Kilauea volcano been erupting? 

 

5.  How did Thompson finally escape his home?   

 

6.  What did Thompson find when he tried to go back home after the evacuation?  

 

Higher-Level Comprehension  

7.  Why did Thompson wait so long to leave? 

 

8.  Do you agree with his choice to stay?  Why or why not?  

 

9.  Thompson says he is unsure of what he’ll do next.  What do you predict for his future? 

 

10.  What advice would you give people who want to build a house near a volcano?   

 


